
CUERDA PELUDA

2021. 330cm x 250cm. Esparto machacado (mashed halfah grass), natural linen thread

Installation view, solo exhibition at Kunstfort bij Vijfhuizen 

Haarlemmemeer, NL



CUERDA PELUDA

2021. 330cm x 250cm. Esparto machacado (mashed halfah grass), natural linen thread

Detail



About Cuerda Peluda: This work is the culmination of a period of extensive research into 
the history of ropes and their use in aquatic spaces. Created from natural esparto wLiÀÃ�

sourced in Madrid, the rope was further processed in the TextielLab in Tilburg. 

Before the introduction of hemp, sisal and jute from colonized territories in Europe, 
esparto ropes were primarily used for moving cargo between ships and shore, serving as 
a vital link between the dry land and the wet sea, both literally and metaphorically. 



LIQUID ANCHORS

2021. 8min. Stereo audio on open speakers

Installation view, solo exhibition at Kunstfort bij Vijfhuizen 

Haarlemmemeer, NL



LIQUID ANCHORS

2021. 8min. Stereo audio on open speakers

Work in progress, performance documentation



About Liquid Anchors: Created in collaboration with Frisian dancer Tjitske Baarda, Liquid 
Anchors is a soundscape that brings the movements of underwater to the surface. 

/�i�«À��iVÌ��Ã�«>ÀÌ��v�>�LÀ�>`iÀ�Ã�Ìi�Ã«iV�wV�ÀiÃi>ÀV��v�VÕÃi`����Ì�i����Õ�i�Ì>��
architecture of the Kunstfort and its natural surroundings. This research is motivated by 
hydrofeminist ideas about the relationship between bodies of water.



Installation view, group exhibition at La Casa Encendida

Madrid, ES

WET ARCHITECTURE

ÓäÓ£°�£ä����£ÓÃiV°�-��}�i�V�>��i��w���£È\�]�{�®�>�`���Ã>�V�ViÀ>��V�Ì��iÃ



WET ARCHITECTURE

ÓäÓ£°�£ä����£ÓÃiV°�-��}�i�V�>��i��w���£È\�]�{�®�>�`���Ã>�V�ViÀ>��V�Ì��iÃ

Film frame



About Wet Architecture\�/��Ã�w���Vi�ÌiÀÃ�>À�Õ�`��i�	iÀi�«�>>Ì]�Ì�i��>À}iÃÌ�`À�����}�
Ü>ÌiÀ�«ÕÀ�wV>Ì����«�>�Ì���� �°��iÃ�}�i`�LÞ�7���+Õ�ÃÌ����£�xn]�`ÕÀ��}�Ì�i��iÞ`>Þ��v�
European welfare and social-democratic policies, it is a striking example of brutalist

>ÀV��ÌiVÌÕÀi°�/�i��>ÌiÀ�>��ÌÞ��v�Ì�i�LÕ��`��}Ã�V��ÌÀ>ÃÌ�Ü�Ì��Ì�i�yÕ�`�ÌÞ��v�Ü>ÌiÀ°�	Þ�iÝ«��À-
��}�Ì��Ã�V��ÌÀ>ÃÌ]�Ì�i�w�����Û�ÌiÃ�Ì�i�Û�iÜiÀ�Ì��ÀiyiVÌ�����ÕÀ�Ài�>Ì���Ã��«�Ü�Ì��Ü>ÌiÀ]��ÕÀ�
surrounding ecosystems, and the fragile resources upon which we depend. 



SOFT ROOMS
Óä£�°�6>À�>L�i�`��i�Ã���Ã°�-iÛiÀ>��Ã�vÌ��L�iVÌÃ�w��i`�Ü�Ì��Ü>ÌiÀ]�>��i>���}����i��VÕÀÌ>���

>�`�>�Û�`i����ÃÌ>��>Ì����£È\�]���®

Installation view, group exhibition at the 17th Edition of Survival, former Railway Hospital

Wroclaw, PL



SOFT ROOMS
Óä£�°�ÎääV��Ý�ÓxäV�°����i��v>LÀ�V]�>µÕ>À�Õ��«Õ�«]�Ü>ÌiÀ]�`�}�Ì>��Ì��iÀ]�«�>ÃÌ�V�ÌÕLi]�

plastic bucket, wood structure

Detail of the curtain hanging at the entrance to the room



SOFT ROOMS

Óä£�°�ÓäV��Ý�ÓäV��Ý�ÓäV��i>V��«�iViÉÎ�«�iViÃ°���iÝ�L�i�*6
��iÀÀÞV>�Ã]�Ü>ÌiÀ]��>ÀL�iÃ

Detail of one of three translucid soft sculptures



About Soft RoomÃ\�/��Ã�«À��iVÌ��Ã�>�Ã�Ìi�Ã«iV�wV���ÃÌ>��>Ì�������Ì�i�v�À�iÀ��«iÀ>Ì����À����
of an abandoned hospital in Wroclaw. Contrasting the hermetic, functional character of 

the space, Soft Rooms brings images, words, materials and shapes that are 

malleable and liquid. The concept of softness is multifaceted, suggesting a lack of hard-
ness and a pleasing tactile quality. However, it also holds deeper meaning as a space of 
resistance, which has traditionally been occupied by feminist spatial practices.



LIGHT MINT GREEN
Óä£n°�6>À�>L�i�`��i�Ã���Ã°�-��}�i�V�>��i��Û�`i��£È\�]���®]�*��i�Ü��`]�V��V�i��Ü�Ài]�
>ÀÌ�wV�>��}À>ÃÃ]�>ÀÌ�wV�>��«�>�ÌÃ]�v�>��«�������`�iÃ]��>ÕÌ�V>��À�«i]�V>L�i�Ì�iÃ]����ÃÌiÀ>�

`i��V��Ã>]�«�ÌÌ��}�Ã���]���y>Ì>L�i�>À�L>�`Ã]��>ÕÌ�V>��À�«i]�ViÀ>��V�«�>Ìi]�«>��Ì]�Ü��`i��
platform on wheels

Installation view, duo exhibition at Rib

Rotterdam, NL



LIGHT MINT GREEN
Óä£n°�6>À�>L�i�`��i�Ã���Ã°����ÃÌiÀ>�`i��V��Ã>]�«�ÌÌ��}�Ã���]���y>Ì>L�i�>À�L>�`Ã]��>ÕÌ�V>��

rope, ceramic plate, paint, wooden platform on wheels

Detail



LIGHT MINT GREEN

Óä£n°�{���°�-��}�i�V�>��i��Û�`i��£È\�]���®

Video frame



About Light Mint Green: This installation of sculptures, clothing complements and video 
iÝ«��ÀiÃ�Ì�i�«�i���i�����v�º}���}�y�>Ì��}»�>Ã�>�ÀiÃ«��Ãi�Ì��Ì�i�`iÛ>ÃÌ>Ì��}�ivviVÌÃ��v�

climate change and rising sea levels.  

���Ì��Ã�>ÀÌ���ÃÌ>�>Ì���]��L�iVÌÃ�>�`���>}iÃ��ÀV�iÃÌÀ>Ìi�>�wVÌ���>��ÃÌ�ÀÞ�Ü�iÀi�>�y�>Ì��}�
garden-island is the potential answer for one character whose nomadic way of life re-
quires her plants to travel with her.



TOOLS TO KEEP YOUR HOUSE UNFINISHED

2018. Variable dimensions. Hand tools, pink plasticine, grey polyether foam

Installation view, solo exhibition at Upominki

Rotterdam, NL



TOOLS TO KEEP YOUR HOUSE UNFINISHED

2018. Variable dimensions. Hand tools, pink plasticine, grey polyether foam

Details



About�6QQNU�VQ�-GGR�[QWT�*QWUG�7PƂPKUJGF: This project consists of a collection of hand 
tools which functionality has been transformed by the addition of plasticine. The tools, 

owned by the artists and friends of her, were used in house renovations,  exhibition

build ups and the production of artworks. By attaching a soft, malleable, sticky, and 
yiÃ��V���Ài`��>ÌiÀ�>��Ì��Ì�iÃi�ÌÀ>`�Ì���>��Þ��>ÃVÕ���i�>�`�ÕÌ���Ì>À�>���L�iVÌÃ]�Ì�i�ÀiÃÕ�Ì-
ing artworks challenge preconceived notions of construction and domesticity.



Installation view, group exhibition at Matadero Madrid

Madrid, ES

SCRIPT FOR THE APARTMENT IN ROSALES
Óä£Ç°�£�����£ÓÃiV°�-��}�i�V�>��i��w�����®���ÃÌ>�>Ì����>�`�«ÕL��V>Ì���]�Ó�ÇÝ{Óä���

v��`i`�£{nÝÓ£ä��®°�`�Ì�����v�xä 



Film frameSCRIPT FOR THE APARTMENT IN ROSALES

Óä£Ç°�£�����£ÓÃiV°�-��}�i�V�>��i��w�����®�



About Script for the Apartment in Rosales: This project features eight brief conversations 
Ì�>Ì�ÜiÀi�ÜÀ�ÌÌi��v�À�>�Ã�>���>«>ÀÌ�i�Ì�Ì�>Ì��>Ã�Ài�>��i`����>�ÃÌ>Ìi��v�Õ�ViÀÌ>��ÌÞ�v�À�£È�
months, transitioning from inhabited to vacant.This uncertainty involves economic, legal, 

i��Ì���>��>�`�>vviVÌ�Ûi�v>VÌ�ÀÃ]�ÀiÃÕ�Ì��}����Ü�>Ì���ÀiviÀ�Ì��>Ã�º��Ìi�Ã�ÌÞ�«i>�Ã°»��Þ�v>Ã-
cination with these peaks has led me to explore the vocabulary and imagery that relate 
architecture to concepts such as resistance, pause, revolution, and postponement.



Installation view, group exhibition at Matadero Madrid

Madrid, ES

EXTENSION PROJECT FOR A HOUSE IN UTRECHT
2017. Academia paper 200gr and stainless steel structure painted in grey 

£½ÎäÝ{½ÓäÝÓ½Èä����



About Extension Project for a House in Utrecht: Two paper prisms represent the volumes 
�v�>��>ÀV��ÌiVÌÕÀ>��iÝÌi�Ã����«À��iVÌ�>Ì�>�ÃV>�i�£�Ì��Î°{x°�/��Ã�ÃV>�i�Ü>Ã�`iÌiÀ���i`�LÞ�

the material’s resistance. It was built as big as possible, reaching the moment just before

V���>«Ã��}°���À�ÌÜ�����Ì�Ã]�Ì��Ã�>ÀÌÜ�À��Ü>Ã���ÃÌ>��i`�����Þ�Ü�À�Ã«>Vi���� >Ûi�£È��>Ì>-
dero, becoming an extension of my personal space. It became a scenography where I 
gathered with friends and colleagues to discuss the instability of the concept of space.



ES ASÍ COMO DE COLOR TURQUESA

Óä£È°�*ÕL��V>Ì�������À�Ã�]�£�°xÝÓÇV�°�`�Ì�����v�Óää

Published by Calipso Press

Cali, CO



About Es así como de color turquesa\����Óä£{]���Ài>V�i`��ÕÌ�Ì��Ì�i���Ì�iÀÃ��v�v�ÕÀ�
expats by phone to talk about their children’s homes. During our conversations, I asked 

them to describe the houses, despite never having visited them before. 

The resulting book presents a collection of texts and drawings that depict architectural 
representations based on the fragmented descriptions, inconsistent memories, and de-
sires of these mothers, inviting readers to explore the affective dimension of space.



PORQUE OCUPAN POCO SUELO

2015. Publication, 15X20cm. Edition of 12

Published for IturFest

Bilbao, ES



About Porque ocupan poco suelo: This publication presents overlapping voices that 
ÀiyiVÌ����Ì�i�iÝ�ÃÌ>�Vi��v�`�À�>�Ì�V����iÞÃ°�"��"VÌ�LiÀ�Ó�`]�Óä£x]�}ÕiÃÌÃ�ÃÌ>Þ��}�>Ì�
Hostel Ganbara in Bilbao were invited to take a copy of the book and carry it with them 

during their day-visit to the city. They were free to read, write, alter or simply hold the 
book, with the understanding that they would return it to me upon their return to the 
hostel. The guests’ contributions thus became an integral part of the publication.



THE FANTASY

Óä£Î°�*ÕL��V>Ì���]�Î{Ý£ÓV�°�`�Ì�����v�Óää

Published by Casco 

Utrecht, NL



About The Fantasy: This publication takes the form of a travelogue, in which three 
characters each share a unique story of the same route. The characters’ identities are 

informed by real-life encounters with Almere residents, urban planners, and stakeholders.

The Fantasy blends conversations, sociopolitical and historical research and street obser-
vations. By weaving together these disparate elements, the publication underscores the 
ways in which daily life and unseen actors shape the geopolitical realities of a territory.


